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2001 ford ranger check engine light on with a current - applicable vehicles 2001 2003 truck 00081 ranger oasis
message some 2001 2003 rangers equipped with a 3 0l flex fuel engine may exhibit the malfunction indicator lamp mil on
with diagnostic trouble code p0171 system too lean bank 1 p0172 system too rich bank 1 p0174 system too lean bank 2 or
p0175 system too rich bank 2, p0172 ford system too rich bank 1 engine codes com - p0172 ford meaning with the air
fuel mixture ratio self learning control the actual mixture ratio can be brought closely to the theoretical mixture ratio based on
the mixture ratio feedback signal from the heated oxygen sensors 1, ford ranger 3 0l p0172 system rich bank 1 - ford
ranger 3 0l p0172 system rich bank 1 category autos vehicles show more show less loading advertisement, possible
causes for trouble code p0172 ford forums - my mother in laws 2001 taurus engine light came on today pulled code
came up p0172 rich in bank 1 did a google search on code and came up with what appears to be a ford tech article but it
mainly helps with lean conditions what seems like the best place to start by the way code p0175 bank 2 is pending thanks,
the following tsbs of ford are related to dtc p0172 - home diagnostic trouble code p0172ford the following tsbs of ford are
related to dtc p0172 1996 ford contour others tsb details 2001 ford ranger engine and engine cooling tsb details, help p0175
and p0172 cel code ford ranger forum - ok i have been trouble shooting these engine codes for 1 week 2001 4l ranger
code p0175 and p0172 241 000 miles the truck runs well idle well at 50 help p0175 and p0172 cel code ford ranger forum,
ford p0172 p0175 ricks free auto repair advice ricks - p0172 system too rich bank 1 p0174 system too lean bank 2 the
codes are telling us that this is a v style engine because it shows codes for two engine banks and both oxygen sensors are
detecting a rich condition in the exhaust before the catalytic converter, p0172 and p0175 obd ii trouble codes repairpal
com - p0172 p0175 diagnostic theory for shops and technicians when a vehicle has the fault code p0172 and or p0175 it
means that computer can no longer automatically adjust the mixture between air and fuel code p0172 applies to bank 1 and
p0175 applies to bank 2, obd ii trouble code p0172 system too rich bank 1 - related dtc discussions p0171 to p0172
2003 trailblazer 4x4 6 cyl p0171 is showing on scanner but not a service light on then after about 30 miles p0172 go s active
and turns service engine light on seems like it s running fine but cannot get anyone to figure out the 172 code rich bank 1,
rough idle p0172 and p0174 codes explorerforum com - we also cover the ford ranger explorer sport trac mercury
mountaineer lincoln aviator mazda navajo mazda pickups and the aerostar register today it s free this box will disappear
once registered rough idle p0172 and p0174 codes i am now getting a p0172 bank 1 rich and a p0174 bank 2 lean codes
any ideas, mazda b3000 ford ranger lean running misfire p0171 - come along with eric o as he grabs a can of brake
parts cleaner and takes a trip up to his brother shop to give him a hand with a mazda b 3000 with a 3 0 v6 that has a lean
code and a misfire
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